International Tax Dispute Resolution in Light of Pillar One: New Challenges and Opportunities

The “Blueprint on Pillar One” relies on effective and binding dispute prevention and/or resolution mechanisms. Key aspects of these mechanisms pose significant challenges to the traditional system of international tax dispute resolution (ITDR). Nevertheless, Pillar One also represents an opportunity to enhance the traditional ITDR regime.

1. Introduction

The OECD has proposed a “Blueprint on Pillar One” for the allocation of taxing rights among countries with regard to cross-border business income. The core element in the proposal is to relocate taxing rights – so-called “new taxing rights” – to market jurisdictions irrespective of the existence of physical presence within those jurisdictions. In order to achieve tax certainty in this process, the Blueprint on Pillar One Report features a prominent reliance on binding and effective mechanisms of dispute prevention and resolution. In this sense, it appears that the Blueprint on Pillar One comes at the right time as the international tax dispute resolution (ITDR) system has just witnessed several major reforms, including Action 14 of OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) initiative as well as Council Directive 2017/1852 on Tax Dispute Resolution Mechanisms in the European Union (the “EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852)” (see sections 2.2. and 2.3., respectively). Nonetheless, the question may still arise as to the efficacy of the current ITDR system in assisting Pillar One, which may pose new challenges to the tax dispute prevention and/or resolution processes. At the same time, the institutional trajectory of the ITDR system may also cast light on the question of how far the suggested dispute prevention and/or resolution mechanisms Blueprint on Pillar One can be introduced into this system.

This article focuses on examining key aspects of international tax dispute prevention and/or resolution in the context of Pillar One, taking into account these reforms to the ITDR system. Section 2. provides a brief outline of the ITDR system, followed by an outline of Pillar One and its dispute prevention and/or resolution features in section 3. Section 4. analyses the key aspects of dispute prevention and/or resolution as envisaged in the Blueprint on Pillar One Report. The implications of these aspects for the ITDR system are considered in section 5. This section also explores different ways to enhance the ITDR system. Section 6. proposes an institutional approach to Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution as a holistic solution to promote tax certainty. The article’s conclusions are set out in section 7.

2. Brief Outline of the ITDR System

2.1. The traditional landscape

Treaty-related tax disputes (hereinafter “tax disputes”) are primarily dealt with through the mutual agreement procedure (MAP) mechanism included in tax treaties. Under article 25 of the OECD Model, which is followed by most tax treaties, a taxpayer who considers that it is being taxed inappropriately by one or both of the contracting states may present the case to the competent authority of its resident state. If the competent authority receiving the request is unable to resolve the dispute unilaterally, it should approach the other competent authority for bilateral negotiation, and the two parties should endeavour to settle the dispute.

In addition to this case-specific type of MAP, article 25(3) of the OECD Model provides two other types. Specifically, the competent authorities “shall endeavour to resolve by mutual agreement any difficulties or doubts arising as to the interpretation or application of the Convention”. This form of MAP is often termed as being an “interpretative MAP.” The competent authorities may also “consult together for the elimination of double taxation in cases not provided for in the Convention”. This mechanism may be referred to as a “legislative MAP.”
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Article 25(5) of the OECD Model (2008) included an arbitration clause. The provision states that where the competent authorities are unable to resolve the dispute through the MAP within the two-year timeframe, any unresolved issues should be submitted to arbitration on the request of the taxpayer concerned. The arbitration was instituted as an extension of the MAP, with an intention to encourage competent authorities to exercise more endeavour in dealing with MAPs. Nevertheless, and despite the steps that have been made to promote international tax arbitration, including the "Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax Treaty Related Measures to Prevent Base Erosion and Profit Shifting" (the MLI or "Multilateral Instrument") and the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852), most existing tax treaties have not adopted arbitration clauses and, arguably, the mechanism can be considered to be underused to date. 12

2.2. Action 14 of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project

Since 2013, the OECD, in partnership with the G20, has undertaken the BEPS Project with a view to countering aggressive tax planning by multinational enterprises (MNEs) and enhancing the integrity of the international tax rules. The OECD/G20 BEPS Project, which was called the most fundamental rewrite of international tax rules in the past century, includes 15 Actions. Among these, Action 14 aims to strengthen the ITDR system. Originally, Action 14 was intended to promote the universal adoption of tax arbitration among countries, but it transpired that only 20 countries, all of them OECD member countries, expressed an interest in such a mechanism. Accordingly, the MAP has become the focus of Action 14. This development features a minimum standard for MAP practice and a peer-based monitoring mechanism undertaken by a working body under the OECD, with a view to ensuring the compliance of countries with the minimum standard. A number of best practices regarding the MAPs were also enumerated in the Final Report on Action 14, but only as recommendations and not subject to the peer-review process. Despite the lack of consensus regarding the universal adoption of tax arbitration, a more elaborated and refined arbitration provision was included in Part VI of the MLI, the development of the Multilateral Instrument being a core theme in Action 15 of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project, which could be adopted by countries on an optional basis. 13 In particular, Part VI of the MLI provides more detailed rules on two major types of tax arbitration: (i) independent-opinion arbitration; and (ii) final-offer arbitration. Under the independent-opinion approach, arbitrators are provided with extended discretion in arriving at any solution they consider appropriate, followed by legal reasoning as in conventional adjudication. In contrast, arbitrators under the final-offer approach are bound to choose only in between the solutions proposed by the two tax authorities. The general perception is that the final-offer approach encourages the disputing parties to take more reasonable positions, thereby encouraging pre-trial settlements. This situation arises as each party may realize that if their final offer is too extreme, and therefore, the panel would choose the opponent's offer. On the other hand, contrary to the independent-opinion approach, final offer arbitration usually falls short of well-reasoned decisions, as typically decisions under the final-offer approach merely state a number without any additional information or comments from the panel.

2.3. The ITDR in an EU context

In 1990, the Council of the European Communities signed the Convention on the Elimination of Double Taxation in Connection with the Adjustment of Profits of Associated Enterprises (90/463/EEC) (the "EU Arbitration Convention (90/463)") which entered into force in 1995. As with the OECD Model (2008) onwards, the EU Arbitration Convention (90/463) also features a MAP supplemented by an arbitration mechanism, the use of which has only become significant in the past decade.

In 2017, as an important step in implementing the OECD/G20 BEPS Project, the European Council adopted the EU
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Arbitration Directive (2017/1852) to strengthen further the dispute resolution mechanisms in the EU Arbitration Convention (90/463) and in the bilateral tax treaties between Member States. Compared with the ITDR system under the EU Arbitration Convention (90/463), the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852) can be distinguished in several major aspects. First, the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852) forms a part of EU law, and, therefore, has a superior legal status to the EU Arbitration Convention (90/463). Second, the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852) applies to all taxpayers subject to taxes on income and capital, whereas the EU Arbitration Convention (90/463) is limited to disputes regarding transfer pricing cases. Third, the procedures under the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852) are more refined than those of the EU Arbitration Convention (90/463). On the one hand, more clearly defined and enforceable timelines make the procedures under the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852) more robust. On the other hand, the inclusion of an alternative dispute resolution (ADR) method purports to increase the flexibility of procedures under the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852).

3. Overview of the Blueprint on Pillar One and Dispute Prevention and/or Resolution

In January 2020, following a proposal made by the OECD Secretariat, the Inclusive Framework agreed on an outline of the architecture of a “Unified Approach” for Pillar One so as to relocate taxing rights to market jurisdictions irrespective of the existence of a physical presence within those jurisdictions and to promote tax certainty in the digitalized economy. Since January 2020, the members of the Inclusive Framework have worked together on the technical development of all of the building blocks that make Pillar One and as a result, in October 2020 the Blueprint on Pillar One Report was adopted.

In order to ensure tax certainty in the allocation of the newly introduced taxing right, the Blueprint on Pillar One Report establishes the following two-tier profit allocation mechanism, whereby the following two types of taxable profit could be allocated to a market jurisdiction:

1. Amount A: a share of residual profit allocated to market jurisdictions no matter, whether or not there are physical presences within those jurisdictions. Amount A is derived by using a formulaic approach applied at an MNE group level with regard to its in-scope business. Amount A epitomizes the new taxing rights mentioned in section 1.

2. Amount B: a fixed remuneration for baseline marketing and distribution functions that take place in the market jurisdiction, in line with the arm’s length principle (ALP).

The Blueprint on Pillar One Report also introduces novel processes to improve tax certainty by way of effective dispute prevention and/or resolution mechanisms. This situation emphasizes the role of binding and effective international tax dispute prevention and resolution (ITDPR) mechanisms in implementing Pillar One, as “tax certainty is a key component of Pillar One and is core to this Blueprint which provides for innovative dispute prevention and dispute resolution mechanisms.”

Furthermore, the Blueprint on Pillar One Report proposes a new multilateral convention to be negotiated so that all jurisdictions can implement the contents of Pillar One – including its dispute prevention and/or resolution mechanisms – in a consistent and synergized way. In contrast to the MLI, such a new multilateral instrument would not only supersede the relevant provisions of existing tax treaties, but would also apply between jurisdictions that do not currently have a bilateral tax treaty in place.

4. Key Aspects of Dispute Prevention and/or Resolution under Pillar One

4.1. Introductory remarks

Several key aspects of dispute prevention and/or resolution under the Blueprint on Pillar One can be identified, namely: (i) the variation of the level of the readiness of the members of the Inclusive Framework to promote new tax certainty processes beyond Amount A; (ii) the emphasis on dispute prevention; (iii) the multilateral character of the procedures; and (iv) the tension between tax certainty and dispute prevention and/or resolution. These aspects have significant bearings on the assessment of the ITDR system, which are considered in sections 4.2. to 4.5.
4.2. Dispute prevention and/or resolution under Pillar One

4.2.1. Dispute prevention and/or resolution for Amount A

One of the most important elements of the Blueprint on Pillar One Report is associated with the introduction of a novel mandatory and binding dispute prevention and/or resolution system in respect of Amount A. This development is based on the introduction of:

- Review Panels formed by the administrations affected to pursue amicable settlements with regard to pending disputes via consensus; and
- Determination Panels formed by individual panels to provide solutions to pending disputes that have not been settled amicably in the Review Panel process.

Specifically, the dispute prevention and/or resolution process for Amount A comprises the following five elements and/or stages:

1. the completion and filing of a standardized Amount A self-assessment return by the coordinating entity with its lead tax administration or (optionally) filing a request for early tax certainty by an MNE group with its lead tax administration;
2. the validation of the self-assessment return or the request for early tax certainty by the lead tax administration, with an optional initial review to determine whether a panel review is required and its circulation to all of the administrations affected;
3. the constitution of the Review Panel, formed by the affected administrations, and the Review Panel Process, i.e. a multilateral MAP-like process, so that all of the administrations affected can pursue an amicable settlement by way of consensus;
4. the constitution of the Determination Panel, formed by individual panellists, and the Determination Panel Process to resolve disputes that were raised prior or during the Review Panel Process, which have not been settled amicably; and
5. the presentation to the MNE group affected of the final outcome for the group either to accept it, thereby resolving the pending dispute, or to deny it so as to be able to seek protection using domestic procedures.

4.2.2. Dispute prevention and/or resolution beyond Amount A

Despite the common determination of the members of the Inclusive Framework to promote new tax certainty processes in respect of Amount A, the case is not the same for disputes beyond Amount A. Consequently, states have different views as to the extent to which Pillar One should incorporate new approaches for dispute prevention and/or resolution beyond Amount A. In order to resolve these different views, the Blueprint on Pillar One Report explores an approach based around the following four elements:

1. implementing a mandatory and binding dispute resolution process in respect of all disputes relating to transfer pricing and permanent establishment (PE) adjustments as a last resort tool for in-scope taxpayers, when such disputes are not already covered by existing mandatory and binding dispute resolution mechanisms;
2. developing mandatory and binding as well as mandatory but not binding (advisory) dispute resolution processes coupled with peer review for other taxpayers;
3. establishing mandatory and binding dispute resolution in respect of Amount B disputes as a last resort for taxpayers following the exhaustion of all other existing prevention and resolution tools; and
4. promoting alternative mechanisms for developing economies, including elective and binding dispute resolution mechanisms, in respect of disputes beyond Amount A.

With the implementation of this more lenient approach for matters beyond Amount A, states appear to be able to benefit, on the one hand, from more freedom in deciding their level of commitment in delivering advanced tax certainty over time, without, on the other, hindering the overall Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution system.

4.3. Dispute prevention

Under Pillar One, dispute prevention has a role to play as important as, if not more, than that of dispute resolution. The adopted in the Blueprint on Pillar One Report of early tax certainty processes, including the circulation of particular self-assessment returns and the establishment of Reviewing and Determination Panels in respect of unresolved matters, indicates the aim of the members of the Inclusive Framework to provide:

a clear and administrable mandatory binding dispute prevention process of that would provide early certainty, before tax adjustments are made, to prevent disputes related to all aspects of Amount A.

At the same time, arguably, fewer disputes can be expected to arise with regard to Amount B. This situation is so, given the particular nature of Amount B, which is founded on a fixed rate of return on base line marketing and distribution activities.

In addition, in order to further improve dispute prevention processes in respect of matters beyond Amount A, the Blueprint on Pillar One highlights a number of measures to be considered by the members of the Inclusive Framework. These measures include:

- promoting the application of a voluntary International Compliance Assurance Programme (ICAP)-
like programme to enable a coordinated risk assessment to facilitate greater certainty for MNE groups;

- supporting early coordinated interventions in the form of joint audits by the administrations affected;
- promoting bilateral and multilateral advance pricing agreements (APAs);
- promoting the use of standardized benchmarks in common transfer pricing situations; and
- promoting the suspension of tax collection for the duration of pending disputes.

4.4. Multilateral processes

To a large extent, the emphasis on dispute prevention is associated with the multilateral character of the ITDPR process. As the Statement on the Inclusive Framework originally recognized, “any dispute between two jurisdictions over Amount A will likely affect the taxation of Amount A in multiple jurisdictions.”

Even before the proposals associated with Pillar One, there has already been an emerging trend for taxpayers to seek multilateral dispute prevention and/or resolution for their global operations. Nonetheless, the great majority of cases are handled in a bilateral manner. Even multilateral cases are often resolved through a series of bilateral processes rather than a single multilateral process. This is particularly true for transfer pricing cases, where the typical methods of arriving at an arm’s length price – for example, comparable uncontrolled price (CUP), cost plus and resale price minus – are principally applied on a (bilaterally) transactional basis.

In contrast, the imperative of having multilateral processes in respect of dispute prevention and/or resolution under Amount A was confirmed by the recent Blueprint on Pillar One Report and the introduction of the new dispute prevention and/or resolution processes. (This situation was highlighted in the early reports of the members of the Inclusive Framework, as the formulaic approach under this type of profit allocation begins with the consolidated group financial accounts of MNEs and also for disputes beyond Amount A.) As demonstrated in the remainder of this article, such a multilateral feature may give rise to significant challenges to the current ITDPR system.

4.5. Tension between tax certainty and dispute prevention and/or resolution

The widened scope of dispute prevention and/or resolution formulated in the Inclusive Framework Statement gives rise to an apparent paradox. On the one hand, one of the alleged major advantages of the profit allocation mechanism characterizing the Blueprint on Pillar One is the realization of greater tax certainty. On the other hand, each type of profit allocation must be assisted by dispute prevention and/or resolution on a case-by-case basis. One way to resolve this paradox is to enhance the robustness of the prevention and/or resolution mechanisms. At the same time, as is argued in section 5.5., this paradox highlights the significance of publishing decisions derived from tax dispute prevention and/or resolution processes.

5. Assessing the ITDPR System in Light of the Blueprint on Pillar One

5.1. MAPs

5.1.1. Opening comments

As most tax disputes to date are finalized by way of a MAP, it is reasonable to take this procedure as the starting point of Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution.

5.1.2. Assessment of MAPs: A review of the literature

In general, the MAPs are recognized as an effective means of resolving vast majorities of tax disputes, and are perceived to be a flexible and cost-efficient alternative to arbitration or adjudication. Nevertheless, the procedure has long been criticized for potentially being drawn out, the lack of transparency and the uncertainty regarding the accessibility of the procedure. Broadly, these criticisms revolve around two major obstacles to the timely resolution of MAPs. The first is an opportunistic problem. The procedure is dominated by competent authorities, which are typically affiliated to national tax administrations. It follows that these authorities may “shirk” in the process, or even may deliberately obstruct the procedure from the beginning, considering that tax administrations may be more concerned about revenue maximization than the timely elimination of double taxation. The second problem relates to bargaining difficulties. A pair of competent authorities may find it difficult to agree on how to distribute the taxation in question, even if they enter into a MAP in good faith.
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further exacerbated by the complexity of the dispute to be settled.58

5.1.3. Action 14 of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project and its efficacy in enhancing multilateral MAPs

As noted in section 2.2., the major reform to the MAP mechanism provided in Action 14 of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project is the introduction of a peer-based monitoring mechanism undertaken by the Forum on Tax Administration (FTA) MAP Forum.59 As its name suggests, this monitoring mechanism primarily targets the opportunistic problem of MAPs, where the inclination of the competent authorities to obfuscate the process must be monitored. While this soft-law method can largely be explained by the political obstacles to a hard-law approach, it also reflects a belief that, if dealt with under good faith—which can be encouraged by the peer-review process—the MAP processes can operate expeditiously and efficiently given its procedural flexibility. As one commentator notes, the length and inefficiency of a MAP “seems to be a function of the bureaucratic exigencies of the states involved rather than anything intrinsic in the MAP process”.60 It is true that, frequently, the bargaining difficulty may come to the fore. Nevertheless, two competent authorities with a high inventory of MAPs may adopt a more flexible approach to achieve an overall balance in their pending cases. This is not to justify a much-criticized practice referred to as a “package deal”, whereby two competent authorities have several cases to be resolved at the same time and engage in horse-trading over the cases.61 Nonetheless, a certain degree of flexibility for the competent authorities should be permitted, and, in practice, does play an important role in expediting MAP processes and maintaining amicable relationships between the authorities.62

Under multilateral MAPs, however, both opportunistic problems and bargaining difficulties are compounded. Specifically, the multilateral procedure is akin to a process of joint production or teamworking, under which the individual contribution of each worker becomes increasingly difficult to isolate and measure as the number of workers grows. As a prerequisite for an effective monitoring mechanism is the ability of the system to measure the performance of the agents being supervised, the efficacious and inefficient of a MAP “seems to be a function of the bureaucratic exigencies of the states involved rather than anything intrinsic in the MAP process”.63 It is true that, frequently, the bargaining difficulty may come to the fore. Nevertheless, two competent authorities with a high inventory of MAPs may adopt a more flexible approach to achieve an overall balance in their pending cases. This is not to justify a much-criticized practice referred to as a “package deal”, whereby two competent authorities have several cases to be resolved at the same time and engage in horse-trading over the cases. Nonetheless, a certain degree of flexibility for the competent authorities should be permitted, and, in practice, does play an important role in expediting MAP processes and maintaining amicable relationships between the authorities.62

Under multilateral MAPs, however, both opportunistic problems and bargaining difficulties are compounded. Specifically, the multilateral procedure is akin to a process of joint production or teamworking, under which the individual contribution of each worker becomes increasingly difficult to isolate and measure as the number of workers grows. As a prerequisite for an effective monitoring mechanism is the ability of the system to measure the performance of the agents being supervised, the efficacious and inefficient of a MAP “seems to be a function of the bureaucratic exigencies of the states involved rather than anything intrinsic in the MAP process”.63 It is true that, frequently, the bargaining difficulty may come to the fore. Nevertheless, two competent authorities with a high inventory of MAPs may adopt a more flexible approach to achieve an overall balance in their pending cases. This is not to justify a much-criticized practice referred to as a “package deal”, whereby two competent authorities have several cases to be resolved at the same time and engage in horse-trading over the cases. Nonetheless, a certain degree of flexibility for the competent authorities should be permitted, and, in practice, does play an important role in expediting MAP processes and maintaining amicable relationships between the authorities.62

Under multilateral MAPs, however, both opportunistic problems and bargaining difficulties are compounded. Specifically, the multilateral procedure is akin to a process of joint production or teamworking, under which the individual contribution of each worker becomes increasingly difficult to isolate and measure as the number of workers grows. As a prerequisite for an effective monitoring mechanism is the ability of the system to measure the performance of the agents being supervised, the efficacious and inefficient of a MAP “seems to be a function of the bureaucratic exigencies of the states involved rather than anything intrinsic in the MAP process”.63 It is true that, frequently, the bargaining difficulty may come to the fore. Nevertheless, two competent authorities with a high inventory of MAPs may adopt a more flexible approach to achieve an overall balance in their pending cases. This is not to justify a much-criticized practice referred to as a “package deal”, whereby two competent authorities have several cases to be resolved at the same time and engage in horse-trading over the cases. Nonetheless, a certain degree of flexibility for the competent authorities should be permitted, and, in practice, does play an important role in expediting MAP processes and maintaining amicable relationships between the authorities.62

5.1.4. Efficacy of Action 14 of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project

The efficacy of Action 14 of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project in enhancing multilateral MAPs may be significantly compromised, although in the context of the 2020 review of Action 14, the FTA MAP Forum and Working Party (WP) 1 are currently exploring the addition of a number of elements to add to the Action 14 minimum standard, which could promote MAP processes even for disputes beyond Amount A. These proposals include:66

- the introduction of an obligation to establish a bilateral APA programme for jurisdictions with more or excessive transfer pricing MAP cases;
- the introduction of special training programmes, such as the Global Awareness Training Module;
- providing criteria for determining whether access to a MAP should be given (see section 5.1.4.);
- the introduction of an obligation to the effect that tax collection is suspended during the period in which a MAP case is pending;
- promoting the situation that penalties and/or interest charges are aligned in proportion to the outcomes of MAP processes;
- promoting the effective implementation of final outcomes, notwithstanding the expiry of domestic time limits; and
- permitting the request of taxpayers, in certain circumstances, which are within the time periods pro-
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5.1.4. The issue of access

A particular issue regarding MAPs is access. As the determination of the admissibility of MAP requests is in the hands of the competent authorities receiving the request, a concern is that such authorities may exercise their discretion in an arbitrary or abusive manner.67 Restricted access to MAPs undermines the effectiveness and boundness of the Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution system. In order to reinforce the accessibility of MAPs, the minimum standard in Action 14 of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project introduces a checks-and-balance mechanism with two options for countries.68 The first option is for the countries to amend article 25(1) of the OECD Model to permit a MAP request to be made to either competent authority of the contracting states – traditionally such requests can only be presented to the competent authority of the taxpayer’s resident state. Under the second option, the competent authorities of both contracting states are required to evaluate jointly the merit of a taxpayer’s objection in the case of any controversy over the access to a MAP.69

In contrast, the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852) provides for a stricter approach to the issue. Specifically, when all but one state has rejected a taxpayer’s request for a MAP, an Advisory Commission may be formed to decide the admissibility of the request, on the initiative of one state alone.70 Even when all of the contracting states have rejected a MAP request, the taxpayer affected would have the right to challenge the decision of each of the tax authorities before the domestic courts of each state. In the event that the domestic court of one state found in favour of the taxpayer affected, the taxpayer would have the right to pursue the formation of an Advisory Commission to decide whether the contracting states should initiate MAP proceedings.71

It can be seen that, while the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852) provides for a more robust access to MAP, the solution in Action 14 of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project may elicit more political support from countries. It follows that the ultimate choice of rule design regarding the access to Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution may unavoidably depend on a political calculation. At the same time, regardless of whatever approach is adopted, the multilateral feature of Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution may imply a considerable nuisance from an administrative perspective. For illustrative purposes, under a bilateral MAP, it is typically the competent authority that receives a MAP request that is responsible for approaching the other competent authority, if the first competent authority is unable to resolve the case unilaterally. However, in a multilateral situation, it would appear to be onerous and inefficient for one competent authority to establish which of the other tax authorities might be affected by the dispute in question and to invite them to participate in the multilateral process. This situation is particularly true in a scenario in which the issue of whether the business in question falls within the scope of Amount A that is in dispute, as a market jurisdiction becomes relevant for Pillar One purpose only when the relevant income arises from an in-scope business.

As a result, the practice that is currently promoted in the Blueprint on Pillar One for Amount A, whereby the “leading tax authority” of the MNE is determined to be the most appropriate entity to arrive at early tax certainty,72 may raise questions regarding the efficiency of early tax certainty tools. At the same time, this practice, in the authors’ opinion, would appear to give unnecessarily one of the disputing administrations (which quite possibly could have to provide tax relief to its taxpayers after the application of Amount A) with an advanced position with regard to the other tax administrations. Such a position potentially gives rise not only an imbalance while negotiating a particular case, but also to a potential political obstacle in promoting the efficient resolution of pending disputes. These dangers are associated not only with potential delays in the proceedings due to the possible lack of will or capability on the part of the leading tax administration to lead the proceedings73 as well as to inform and coordinate all of the tax authorities and taxpayers affected, but also due to the potential exercise of their excessive rights in an abusive manner. For instance, consider the scenario of the filtering out of “lower-risk groups” during an initial review74 or concluding that a panel’s review is not required. In these circumstances, specific criteria would have to be met for the Review Panel to be formed.75

In turn, such blocking or abusive tactics could affect not only the Review Panel Process, but also the Determination Panel Process, as, under the envisaged approach in the Report, a Determination Panel would only address issues that had previously been considered by a Review Panel, in respect of which the tax administrations concerned had failed to reach consensus regarding settlement.76 These administrative, as well as the political, problems raise the question of the institutional approach to Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution.

5.2. APAs under MAPs

5.2.1. Overview of APAs

International tax dispute prevention mainly takes the form of APAs. APAs are defined by the OECD “Trans-
fer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax Administrations” (the “Transfer Pricing Guidelines”) as follows:

An arrangement that determines, in advance of controlled transactions, an appropriate set of criteria (e.g. method, comparables and appropriate adjustments thereto, critical assumptions as to future events) for the determination of the transfer pricing for those transactions over a fixed period of time.77

An APA is formally initiated by a taxpayer and requires negotiations between the MNE concerned and one or more tax administrations.78

5.2.2. Legal framework of MAP APA

The Transfer Pricing Guidelines recommend that, whenever possible, an APA should be concluded on a bilateral or multilateral basis between competent authorities by way of a MAP under the relevant tax treaty.79 The Transfer Pricing Guidelines also provide in the annex specific guidelines for conducting MAP-based APAs.80 By incorporating an APA into the MAP mechanism, it would appear that the effectiveness and boundness of Pillar One dispute prevention can be ensured, taking into account the recent reforms that are intended to strengthen MAPs. Nonetheless, the legal framework of a “MAP APA” is questionable, thereby implying uncertainties regarding the robustness of APAs.

In general, bilateral or multilateral APAs can be very difficult to apply to a specific-case MAP, which is predicated on a given probability of inappropriate taxation that would be imposed upon the taxpayer in question. The Transfer Pricing Guidelines suggest that an interpretative MAP and a residual MAP are more relevant to APAs.81 Specifically, in the sense that, on many occasions, APAs arise from cases in which the application of transfer pricing principles to a particular category of taxpayer gives rise to doubt and difficulties, an interpretative MAP may apply.82 The Transfer Pricing Guidelines note that a residual MAP may provide a better basis for an APA, as both have the objective of avoiding double taxation.83 However, the problem is that most of the rule design of a MAP, together with the recent reforms to MAP procedure, revolves around the a case-specific MAP. Accordingly, it is unclear whether those measures that are aimed at strengthening a MAP can also apply to an APA, although Action 14 of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project does recommend that, as non-binding best practice, countries should implement bilateral APA programmes.84

Two issues that are particularly relevant to the effectiveness and certainty of APAs deserve special attention. The first issue concerns the accessibility of APAs. It is not clear whether an interpretative MAP and a residual MAP should be initiated on the taxpayer’s request, and, if the taxpayer so requests, whether such a request benefits from the same accessibility as a specific-case MAP. According to the Transfer Pricing Guidelines, the willingness of a competent authority to enter into a MAP APA depends on, inter alia, “the particular policy of a country.”85 While some countries do consider the issue to fall within article 25(3) of the OECD Model, such countries require the initiation of the procedure to be conditioned on there being “difficulties or doubts arising as to the interpretation or application of the Convention.”86 As a result, “the desire of the taxpayer for certainty of treatment is therefore not, in isolation, sufficient to pass the above threshold.”87 It is true that, even under a specific-case MAP, the competent authorities still possess a certain degree of discretion in determining the access to MAP. Nevertheless, the general intention of the recent reforms to MAPs is to require the competent authorities to enter into consultations for dispute resolution. As the Commentary on Article 25 of the OECD Model unequivocally states:

the undertaking to resolve by mutual agreement cases of taxation not in accordance with the Convention is an integral part of the obligations assumed by a Contracting State in entering into a tax treaty and must be performed in good faith (Emphasis added).88

The second issue relates to the question of whether MAP arbitration applies to an APA. The Transfer Pricing Guidelines leave this issue open, perhaps deliberately. On the one hand, Transfer Pricing Guidelines note the benefits of MAP arbitration.89 On the other hand, in the annexed guidelines on MAP APAs, the Transfer Pricing Guidelines confirm that the taxpayer or tax administrations in question may withdraw from the MAP APA process “at any time”, and that such a withdrawal should not imply any obligation among the parties to the case.90 In this regard, the use of the Determination Panel Process and of tax arbitration would have a “heavy lifting” role to play in enhancing the robustness of Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution (see section 5.3.).

5.2.3. Proposal for a MAP APA under Pillar One

The lack of the specific nature to an APA can somehow be justified in its own sake, considering the precautionary nature of the mechanism. However, the robustness of dispute prevention is imperative under Pillar One. Consequently, it would be desirable to clarify the legal framework of a MAP APA under Pillar One. In particular, those rules that are intended to reinforce the mandatory and binding character of MAPs – such as the broadened access to MAPs and the supplementary use of arbitration – should also apply to APAs. Accordingly, the discussion of the remaining topics including Determination Panels and/or arbitration (see section 5.3.), mediation (see section
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5.3. Determination Panels and/or tax arbitration

5.3.1. Advantages of arbitration in tax dispute prevention and/or resolution

The role of arbitration in enhancing the ITDR process has long been recognized. Specifically, in the sense that a third-party neutral is bound to deliver a binding opinion on a case within a defined period of time, the opportunistic problems and bargaining difficulties that hinder the timely resolution of MAPs can be overcome. Many believe that the mere inclusion of an arbitration provision in tax treaties may provide a strong incentive for competent authorities to handle MAPs in a timely manner.91 In recognizing that these benefits of tax arbitration may become more prominent under the Pillar One context, under which multilateral MAP processes would imply a greater level of opportunistic and bargaining problems, the Blueprint on Pillar One Report takes a significant step towards enhanced tax certainty with the introduction of the Determination Panel Process in respect of Amount A and the consideration of similar arbitration-like dispute prevention and/or resolution processes regarding certain disputes beyond Amount A (see section 4.2.2.).92

5.3.2. The political aspects of tax arbitration

Despite the advantages of tax arbitration, in a consultation meeting hosted by the OECD in relation to the original "Unified Approach",93 the BEPS Monitoring Group warned that business representatives would be in "a dream world" if they believe that all countries would embrace mandatory binding arbitration. This warning should not be regarded as baseless if it is considered the OECD's setback in promoting a universal adoption of tax arbitration among countries at the outset of Action 14 of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project (see section 2.2.). Accordingly, mandatory binding arbitration for all disputes under Pillar One would appear to be a "policy trap"—a course that was already disliked by many countries during the formation of Action 14, which would now be served again in the "Pillar One dish".

However, these authors take the view that the Pillar One dish does have the potential to make tax arbitration appear more to be palatable, even beyond Amount A. In particular, developing countries with large markets appear to be major beneficiaries of the Pillar One reform, which relocates taxing rights to market jurisdictions. The cost-benefit analysis for developed countries, which are usually exporters of capital and commodities, may be less straightforward. Nevertheless, it seems these countries would have less ground, compared to conventional bilateral tax treaties, to reject mandatory and binding arbitration under Pillar One, given their general commitment to the same mechanism in the MLI, and, within the EU context, the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852).

As a result, the approach that has been adopted by the Blueprint on Pillar One Report that introduces the Determination Panel Process for Amount A as well as the four-element suggestion for disputes beyond Amount A (see section 4.2.2.), is arguably a well thought-out approach that promotes an effective mandatory and binding arbitration-like system for a certain core of Pillar One disputes. It also provides for a voluntary arbitration-based solution for countries that are still resistant to mandatory arbitration.

It is true that a major problem of voluntary arbitration is its vulnerability to procedural obstruction. In other words, when a real dispute arises, one side usually has second thoughts regarding its commitment to a binding resolution.94 Nonetheless, in a situation of dispute prevention, such as that in respect of a MAP APA, the possibility of disputes has not been materialized at the outset of the MAP, and, therefore, each competent authority would have less vested interest in denying the supplementation of an arbitral procedure in cases where the MAP negotiations are languishing.

5.3.3. Procedural issues regarding the Determination Panel Process and/or Pillar One arbitration

It is worthwhile elaborating on certain procedural aspects of tax arbitration under Pillar One in light of the multilateral feature of Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution. First, traditional tax arbitration can be dealt with either in an independent-opinion or a final-offer mode. However, the Determination Panel Process, as envisaged in the Blueprint on Pillar One Report, appears to favour a last-best offer approach, under which the Determination Panel chooses between alternative outcomes submitted by the jurisdictions involved in the MAP case as the default rule. This situation applies unless the competent authorities agree that a different approach should be used.95 In the authors’ view, nevertheless, Pillar One arbitration can only be conducted in the independent-opinion mode.96 This position arises as final-offer arbitration is characterized by binary offers, such that the panel’s selection of one party’s offer automatically delineates the rights and obligations for both parties. In contrast, in a multilateral case, each competent authority can only propose that it takes its own share of the disputed tax base, and the choice of
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any single offer cannot settle the positions for the remaining parties.  

Second, the administrative burden of arbitration may become acute under the Pillar One context. For instance, as the number of participants in an arbitral procedure increases, it may become more onerous to find a commonly accepted schedule for a hearing. A further problem concerns the function of arbitral and/or Determination Panels. Typically, an arbitral panel under most bilateral tax treaties consists of three members, with two co-arbitrators nominated by the two competent authorities with the chairperson appointed by the two co-arbitrators. However, when three, or any odd number of, jurisdictions are involved, there could be an even-numbered tribunal, which would run the risk of 50/50 split with no one to break the deadlock. This awkward situation highlights the role of an arbitration institute in the appointment of arbitrators in multilateral MAPs. The topic of institutional dispute prevention and/or resolution elaborated on in section 6.

5.4. Mediation

5.4.1. Overview

In recognizing that some countries may have domestic obstacles to the adoption of mandatory binding arbitration, even before the adoption of the Blueprint on Pillar One Report, the “Statement by the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on BEPS on the Two-Pillar Approach to Address the Tax Challenges Arising from the Digitalisation of the Economy” initially recommended considering mechanisms that “do not present the same issues and that can be adopted by all members of the Inclusive Framework.” This recommendation, repeated in the Blueprint on Pillar One Report is associated naturally with mediation or other, similar ADR methods. The OECD “Manual on Effective Mutual Agreement Procedures” (MEMAP) identifies the strength of mediation in the following words:

A mediator’s role may offer an opportunity for the competent authorities to view a specific case, or the MAP process itself, from a much different perspective. This perspective, ..., may illuminate elements of a case or of the MAP process that are not perceptible when viewed from the standpoint of an administration defending an adjustment or one that is being asked to provide relief.

This appraisal of mediation primarily focuses on the mechanism’s strength in mitigating bargaining difficulties. It is further argued that the intervention of a mediator may also help contain opportunistic problems, as the competent authorities may realize that their behaviour in the procedure will be “watched” by a mediator. At the same time, the non-binding nature of mediation alleviates the concerns of countries regarding the loss of sovereignty, as in the case of tax arbitration. Moreover, mediation has increasingly been applied to the resolution of domestic tax disputes. The general perception is that this method not only expedites the dispute settlement, but also enhances the mutual trust between taxpayers and tax administrations.

5.4.2. Mediation in the ITDR system

Despite the perceived advantages of mediation and its apparent success in facilitating domestic tax dispute resolution, the mechanism is entirely overlooked in the ITDR system. While more recently the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852) included an ADR procedure, this ADR mechanism is as binding as the arbitration mechanism in the same instrument. Specifically, after the Alternative Dispute Resolution Commission has delivered its opinion on a case, the competent authorities are given six months in which to agree on a resolution that may deviate from the original opinion. But if there is no other resolution in this six-month period, the opinion becomes binding on the competent authorities. In contrast to this situation, it is commonly accepted that the hallmark of mediation is its non-binding character.

In the context of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project, the topic of mediation did feature in a 2015 consultation meeting in relation to Action 14. Nevertheless, as one commentator that attended the meeting recalls, a senior OECD official suggested that mediation had no place in the ITDR, as evidenced by the fact that it had attracted little, if any, use. While an investigation into the dormancy of mediation in the ITDR system and the underlying causes are scant in the existing literature, Dalton, an editor of the International Tax Review, provides some interesting perspectives based on his interviews with several leading experts on international taxation. First, it may be difficult for countries, particularly small ones, to reach out to international tax mediators. Second, the nature of the competent authority relationship may restrict the efficacy of tax mediation. Specifically, competent authorities dealing with MAPs do not necessarily approach this task from an individual case perspective, “but often from a much broader perspective about the whole relationship between country A and country B.” In particular, the two competent authorities come together to achieve a resolution “in the knowledge that what they give way on for one issue, they are likely to claw back on another issue.”

This broader perspective and its effect on MAP negotiation has been discussed in section 5.1.3.
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5.4.3. Mediation under Pillar One

It can be seen from section 5.4.2. that the explanation for the absence of mediation in the ITDR system primarily relates to bilateral MAPs. This situation suggests that Pillar One, which warrants multilateral dispute prevention and/or resolution processes, may imply a different cost-benefit analysis for the use of mediation. First and foremost, as explained in section 5.1.3. the flexibility characterizing bilateral MAP negotiations between two competent authorities that have a large number of tax disputes would be significantly restricted in a multilateral process. It follows that competent authorities may have more difficulties in overcoming the bargaining problems in respect of a multilateral MAP in a "self-help" manner. Accordingly, in order to guarantee the effectiveness and boundedness of dispute prevention and/or resolution, it is more attractive for the parties to choose mediation, if not arbitration, in supplementing their MAP negotiations. With regard to the administrative costs of finding a qualified and competent mediator, while it is true that such burden applies to both bilateral and multilateral MAPs, at least the average costs for individual competent authority could be reduced as the number of disputing parties increases. These costs may also be reduced by introducing an institutional approach to the appointment of mediators, as is explained in section 6.1. Based on this analysis, it would appear that Pillar One may provide some new political momentum to the development of international tax mediation.

5.5. Publication of decisions

5.5.1. Current position

Traditionally, decisions produced by the ITDR processes, including MAPs and tax arbitration, are not published.112 Part VI of the MLI, in which procedures of tax arbitration are set out, sheds no light on the issue of publishing arbitral awards. In relation to Action 14 of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project, it is only recommended as a best practice that countries publish agreements realized through interpretative MAPs that "affect the application of a treaty to all taxpayers or to a category of taxpayers".113 In contrast, under the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852), the competent authorities may agree to publish the final decisions made by the Advisory Commissions and the Alternative Dispute Resolution Commissions, subject to the consent of any person affected by the decision.114 Even if there is no consensus on the publication among the competent authorities and the persons affected, the competent authorities are still required to publish an abstract of the final decision including "a description of the issue and the subject matter, the date, the tax periods involved, the legal basis, the industry sector, and a short description of the final outcome".115

5.5.2. The traditional debate regarding publicity

The benefits of publishing ITDR decisions have long been recognized.116 As the OECD notes in a 2007 report on ITDR, publishing such decisions would "lend additional transparency to the process", and would "lead to a more uniform approach to the same issue".117 Nonetheless, the confidential approach has its followers. It is argued that the publication of ITDR decisions may put business secrets under risks.118 Certain pragmatic considerations may also come into play. For instance, competent authorities may be worried that the publication of an unfavourable decision would give rise to an adverse precedent for them.119 A related concern is that MAP agreements are frequently realized through mutual compromise or other flexible approach as was discussed in section 5.1.3., rather than by way of rational assessment or principled reasoning. Last, but not least, it appears to be meaningless to publish a final-offer arbitral decision, which usually contains no more than a statement of a number (see section 2.2.).

5.5.3. Publicity in the Pillar One context

The issue of publication may imply a different version of cost-benefit analysis in the Pillar One context. First and foremost, publication and the attendant extra transparency to the procedures and providing guidance for future disputes is more crucial in the Pillar One context, in considering the tension between the systemic emphasis on tax certainty, on the one hand, and the ad hoc nature of dispute prevention and/or resolution, on the other, as discussed in section 4.4. Ideally, the publication of decisions could clear ultimately much of the lack of clarity surrounding Amount A and Amount B, such that both types of profit allocation would depend largely on a mechanic approach. Even disputes that, for transfer pricing analysis require a case-by-case basis, could benefit from a growing body of jurisprudence derived from published Pillar One decisions.

At the same time, the multilateral feature of Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution would counter the argument that publication could restrict the ability of competent authorities to adopt a more flexible stance in light of the overall balance of the pending cases between them.120 Moreover, the justification of the confidential approach based on the particular nature of final-offer arbitration makes little sense in the Pillar One context, which warrants, in the authors’ opinion, independent-opinion arbitration.

That being said, the concerns regarding business secrets holds true in the Pillar One context. In this connection, the EU approach, as manifested in the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852) is desirable. In these circumstances,
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decisions may be published either in full with the consent of both competent authorities and the persons affected, or in a redacted form if no unanimous consent can be achieved.

6. A Holistic Solution: An Institutional Framework for Pillar One Dispute Prevention and/or Resolution

6.1. Overview

Section 5. focused on the assessment and enhancement of specific ITDR mechanisms in light of Pillar One. However, part of the discussion there pointed to the desirability of a holistic solution, particularly an institutional framework in respect of Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution (see sections 5.1.4., 5.3.3. and 5.4.3.). Institutional dispute resolution has long been debated in the literature on commercial dispute resolution, with regard to the choice between ad hoc arbitration and institutional arbitration. Specifically, institutional arbitration refers to arbitral proceedings that are administered by an established body or forum, typically an arbitral institute, which routinely provides disputing parties with secretarial support and other facilities, such as a central place for hosting arbitral proceedings. In contrast, ad hoc arbitration is that where the major aspects of arbitral procedures are determined and managed by the parties. At the first sight, institutional arbitration appears to be a more expensive option, as the parties have to pay an extra fee to arbitral institutes. Nevertheless, as one commentator notes:

the main benefits of ad hoc arbitration, such as speed, efficiency, a higher degree of procedural flexibility and less cost … will be eroded and the proceedings painfully prolonged if one of the parties proves un-co-operative, trying to obstruct the procedure.

As a result, the extra expenses involved in institutional arbitration should be balanced against the benefits provided by such institutes. More recently, an institutional approach to tax arbitration has garnered growing attention. Arguably, as the number of parties increase in a process of tax dispute prevention and/or resolution, the case for institutional intervention – not only for arbitration, but also for mediation and even MAPs in multilateral situations – would become stronger.

6.2. Institutional approach to Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution

As stated in section 4.1., some institutional elements have been considered in the Blueprint on Pillar One Report in respect of the proposal on the representative panels under Amount A and the associated working bodies. Nonetheless, this institutional framework is narrow in scope. It is confined to the dispute prevention and/or resolution mechanisms under Amount A and greater emphasis appears to be placed on the overall supervision of these mechanisms rather than on case-level facilitation. This situation can be highlighted, inter alia, by the adopted in the Blueprint on Pillar One- and unreliable in the authors’ opinion – approach that envisages the leading administration of MNEs – instead of a central institutional body or Secretariat – as the most appropriate entity to navigate dispute prevention and/or resolution proceedings in respect of Amount A.

This narrow focus is at best insufficient, as: (i) in section 5., the great potential of an institutional approach in enhancing individual processes of tax dispute prevention and/or resolution has been noted; and (ii) taking into consideration the analysis made thus far, it appears to be groundless to think that dispute prevention and/or resolution in relation to not only Amount A, but also for issues beyond Amount A, does not require institutional facilitation. Accordingly, the authors submit that it would be in the interest of the members of the Inclusive Framework to consider the establishment of a central institutional body for Pillar One. This body would, inter alia:

- receive and process the requests of relevant taxpayers and administrations for early certainty, and circulate these requests, as well as self-assessment returns and the related documentation, to all of the competent authorities affected;
- facilitate dispute prevention and/or resolution processes by providing secretarial services, tested procedural rules, management, court facilities and other support;
- establish and maintain a list of experts, from which Determination Panellists and/or arbitrators, as well as mediators, can be drawn by competent authorities, or, especially in the case of multilateral processes, even be appointed directly by the institutional body itself; and
- publish decisions in respect of dispute prevention and/or resolution.

Doubtless, the body’s overall supervision of dispute prevention and/or resolution activities, as envisioned in the original Inclusive Framework Statement, as well the Blueprint on Pillar One, is also of critical importance. The authors would further suggest combining this overall aspect with certain research and development (R&D) functions. Specifically, the institute could draw lessons from its recurring dispute prevention and/or resolution.
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practice, and thereby optimize the procedural rules on a continuous basis. It could also reflect regularly on its published decisions to develop a coherent body of rules. Through both case- and policy-level intervention in Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution, such an institutional approach could provide states and taxpayers with a stronger guarantee for fair, consistent and streamlined dispute prevention and/or resolution, and foster greater tax certainty. In a broader sense, an institutional approach to Pillar One dispute prevention and/or resolution could inspire more institutional initiatives in the general ITTD domain.

The question remains as to the most appropriate international organization to host the ITDPR institution. Intuitively, the best candidate for this role would seem to be the United Nations (UN), which is distinguished for its authority and representation. Nonetheless, the authors favour the G20/OECD Inclusive Framework as the ideal forum, not least because it has already been devoted to the policy development of Pillar One. In addition, its full involvement in the ITDPR procedure may indeed facilitate adaptive learning within the organization. While it is true that the OECD is less formal than the UN, this very flexibility explains, at least partly, the OECD's greater success in leading the global collaboration in tax agendas as compared to the UN. As to the representation issue, the partnership between the OECD and G20 has significantly enhanced the legitimacy of the Inclusive Framework in playing a greater role in global tax governance. Therefore, there seems to be few convincing reasons to divide the Pillar One project and task the segments of the project to different organizations.

6.3. Potential concern regarding institutionalization

The development of an institutional approach as envisaged in section 6.2. could encounter the same sovereignty concerns that have hindered the universal adoption of tax arbitration in the course of Action 14 of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project. This concern could become particularly acute when the recent frustration experience by several well-known dispute-resolution institutions in non-tax contexts, including, inter alia, the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID), and the World Trade Organization (WTO) are considered. For instance, the WTO Director-General recently announced his resignation amid the trying times for the WTO, when the United States, one of the major trading powers, moved away from the multilateralism underpinning the world trade system.129 Many years ago, the international investment regime also saw a rising backlash against the ICSID, which is the most important forum for investment dispute resolution. Several former members of the ICSID including, inter alia, Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela, withdrew or threatened to withdraw from the institute, grumbling about the system’s infringement on their sovereignty.128 In this context, it would be natural to question the feasibility of having another initiative of institutional dispute prevention and/or resolution in the tax domain. However, the authors take the view that these concerns can be attributed, at least in part, to a misunderstanding regarding the difference between two approaches to dispute resolution, i.e.: (i) institutionalization; and (ii) legalization. A legalistic approach emphasizes the role of a third-party neutral in conducting an objective assessment of the facts and arguments of a dispute.130 In this sense, tax arbitration is a more legalistic method as opposed to a MAP or mediation. In contrast, an institutional approach primarily relates to the managerial aspect of dispute settlement procedures covering not only arbitration, but also mediation and consultation. Accordingly, institutionalization is generally more “neutral” than legalization in terms of sovereignty repercussions. This “agreeable” quality of the institutional approach was reflected in the attitude of the Member States towards article 10(1) of the EU Arbitration Directive (2017/1852). This article provides that the competent authorities of the Member States “may also agree to set up an Alternative Dispute Resolution Commission in the form of a committee that is of a permanent nature (a ‘Standing Committee’). This reform has attracted very little, if any, objections based on the sovereignty concern. It is said that a particular option that is currently being debated by Member States is to task the Court of Justice of the European Union (ECJ) with the role of the Standing Committee.131 In a similar vein, it may be unfair to blame the WTO and the ICSID for the groundswell of opinion against the trade and investment system. As one commentator points out, the formal function of the ICSID is to provide a process for the resolution of investment disputes. In other words, it “operates within the radar of its administrative council, and it does not impose itself on those members”.132

Going further, the authors would argue that the legalistic reform to the ITDPR, i.e. the wider promotion of tax arbitration, could benefit from the institutional approach. Specifically, for many developing countries, a particular concern regarding the adoption of tax arbitration relates to their lack of expertise and other relevant resources in both arbitral procedures and substantive tax matters. Coupled with this concern is the fear that international tax arbitrators, which may largely come from developed countries, would have less sympathy for developing countries.133 In this regard, the advantage of an institutional approach is evident. For one thing, as was discussed in
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section 6.2., dispute resolution institutes typically maintain access to large databases of experts of diverse backgrounds, thereby alleviating the concern over the issue of representation-deficit. Second, as proposed in the Blueprint on Pillar One Report,\textsuperscript{134} a body of Pillar One experts could provide technical assistance to developing countries or those countries with resource constraints. The authors further envisage the creation of an international fund with proportionate state contributions based on the ability-to-pay principle, so that resource inequality among countries in respect of tax dispute prevention and/or resolution could be effectively mitigated. It follows that the institutionalization of Pillar One arbitration may bolster the legitimacy of tax arbitration.

7. Conclusions

This article has considered the key aspects of tax dispute prevention and/or resolution under Pillar One. It is very likely that these aspects would pose challenges to the traditional ITDR system. To summarize, the multilateral feature of dispute prevention and/or resolution processes may reinforce the risk of hindering MAP negotiations. Even with tax mediation or arbitration, the nuisances of managing these procedures may become more evident compared to bilateral situations. Moreover, the emphasis on effective and binding dispute prevention highlights the uncertainties regarding the legal framework of a MAP APA.

On the other hand, the Pillar One provides a window of opportunity to further strengthen the ITDR system. In particular, the transparency of decision making could be enhanced. The development of third-party procedures in resolving tax disputes, including, inter alia, arbitration and mediation, could gather new political momentum. Furthermore, dispute prevention and/or resolution could be facilitated and streamlined by adopting an institutional approach developed by and within the G20/OECD Inclusive Framework.

To be sure, the final approval of the Pillar One depends on political consensus among countries. Nevertheless, the authors argue that the relevance of this research need not necessarily depend on the final implementation of Pillar One. This is because, arguably, some of the key elements of Pillar One will remain, even if the approach is ultimately rejected. In particular, as some note, Amount A reflects a half-way house approach towards a more revolutionary paradigm of taxing MNEs, i.e. a formulary apportionment approach.\textsuperscript{135} Under this new paradigm, the allocation of taxing rights over the business income of MNEs would be entirely based on predetermined formulae, which would reflect the economic substance of each part of the MNEs.\textsuperscript{136} While this formulary approach has proved to be too revolutionary to be accepted by the international society as the basis for its transfer pricing regimes, it has been used selectively at a case level by numerous countries, usually through bilateral or multilateral APAs.\textsuperscript{137} It follows that regardless of the fate of Pillar One, the emphasis on effective and binding dispute prevention and/or resolution on a multilateral basis will only be reinforced.
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